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it all begins with a question
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Design School
Entrance
charcoal rendering
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How can I use abstracted information to change how people move through a space?

Design School
Entrance
Using an abstraction of my path to school from home
to redefine how one accesses the school’s entrance
Paper and plastic, sketchup, charcoal
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How can I use composition to create an understanding of what this building is for?

Freyburg Pool
composition: various media
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How can I light & shadow
to change the perception
of this building?

Freyburg Pool
light & shadow charcoal renderings

This is a study of light and shadow upon
Freyburg Pool & Fitness Centre. The
viewer begins their journey by being
introduced to the building with a famiiar
and identifying aspect of it - the roof line.
As you make your way around the
building the rendered images get less
and less recognizable, and less and less
detailed, so that in the end you are
almost unsure of what you are looking at.
Viewing Freyburg in this manner allows
the viewer to see the building in a bit of
a softer light where the lines of the
building aren’t quite so sharp and
imposing. Indeed, this study of light and
shadow has brought forth some
curvature and softness to the building
that I feel it is hard to otherwise associate
associate with the outer structure.

I began by taking photos at night of
shadows and light upon the walls of
Freyberg, and then adjusting my images
to my liking to really bring out the
contrast between shadow / light and the
different facades of the building.
I then rendered my new images in
charcoal and then returned them to a
digital image so that they couldbe
processed again as photographs - thus
giving the whole project a sort of return
to it’s former self, yet with a completely
different manner in which to view the
building.
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What shapes make the strongest structure?

Bridge Design
Design & build a bridge to hold
the most weight possible
out of mcdonald’s straws & hot glue.
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How can I use pattern to inspire a shape?

This project used 3ds Max
manipulation and rendering to
creating iterations based on one
simple pattern.
I used the spider web as my
original inspiration for pattern.
Interestingly enough, I seemed to
really lean toward various
iterations of bugs as I worked
through this project.
Each of the iterations here started
with the exact same spider web
shape.
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How can I use iteration to understand form?

Peter Coffin’s Spiral Staircase
(above image from vangviet.com)

For this project I used solidworks to trace the
outline of Peter Coffin’s spiral staircase, and then
took that file into 3Ds max to create 81
iterations of his original form.
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How can I use iteration to understand movement &
levels of importance in a composition?

This project was mostly achieved
using tracing paper over an original
photograph which was randomly
chosen out of a pile.
The purpose was to understand how
composition can draw your eye
around a page, or make you focus on
a ccertain feature over others.
I used movement, light & shadow,
and negative space to iterate the
different aspects that couldbe
focused on when viewing this image.
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How can I create opportunities for community engagement
around the issue of electric vehicle charging stations in Vancouver?

ElectriCity Tours
system design / exploration

This was a joint project with Emily
Carr University’s “EcoTank” and BC
Hydro’s sustainable energy division
“Powertech”.
Powertech asked us to figure out
how to address a number of issues
with regards to electric vehicles in
Vancouver. In particular, we were
asked to address community
economic development, EV
adoption barriers, and
opportunities for engaging
community in the design.
The following four pages represent
my solution to their questions.
While I began this project with
another student, we quickly went
down our own paths, and all of the
following work is my own.
My solution was to create a Tour
system that uses the electric
vehicle car-share programs already
in existence (Car2Go, Modo, and

ZipGo), to get people into electric
vehicles, and out into the city to
see what sorts of sustainable
initiatives are already taking place.
The tour system includes
community mapping of current
initiatives within Vancouver
(community gardens, green
building tours, local bike or walking
tours, programs at community
centres and universities focusing
on sustainable living, etc.), guided
or self-directed tours, and
adventure tours. The user accesses
the information for their tour at
either the hub (located at the EV
charging station), or online at the
tour system website.

ElectriCity Tours

Finding the green in your community

To understand the initiatives I
created a system of icons that
groups the kinds of information
available, and then charted that
information on maps that are
community oriented. I then created
a website design for the tours,
wayfinding tools within the local
community (sign or icon design for
participating businesses or
organizations), and finally, the tour
hub design.
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What would the hub look like?

ElectriCity Tours
preliminary sketches and 3d models
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How would the community participate?

ElectriCity Tours
hub space design, icons, mapping

The community designs their own hub
based on space, information. and EV
charging requirements
More panel towers give the
ability to change movement
through space.

The community (businesses, organizations &
individuals) participate in networking and
sharing information at their own hub, and also
network with other like-minded communities
at other hubs
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How would users navigate the system?

ElectriCity Tours
website & tour design

Wind Power

Solar Power

Storm Water
Management

Energy
Efficient

Sustainable
Transportation

Environmental
Education

Locally Grown

Locally Owned

Locally
Manufactured

Green Buildings

Farming and
Agriculture

Urban Farming

Community
Garden

Recycling

Human Rights

Social
Sustainability

Ecosystems
and Habitats

Oceans and
Fisheries

Ecological
Footprint

Forests and
Green Spaces
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What would the hub design look like?

ElectriCity Tours
tour hub / charging station design

“Powertech: clean energy solutions” panel
“Car2Go: electric cars, car sharing ” panel on other side?
“About the tour” panel
“About the community ” panel
on other side

aluminum frame,
powder coated colors?

LCD touchscreen
possibly pine
beetle wood

Early Sketchup Iterations

Final Panel Design
(Solidworks)
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How can I design a shoe for people with unique foot requirements?
Foundation Modular Shoe System
is designed for those individuals
who have unique foot
requirements.
The system uses each person’s
own orthotic and foot needs to
create a shoe that is unique to
them. In addition, once a user’s
orthotic has been fit with the

Foundation Shoe System, they
need purchase only the upper of
the shoe, or additional types of
shoe soles, to change their shoe
style while maintaining this
unique shoe fit.
The system is simple enough to
use that once the user had
chosen their upppers they are

able to change their shoe style
whenver they like while still
maintaining the support that
they need.
One of the common issues that
individuals with unusual feet
have is that they are extremely
limited by the kinds and styles of
shoes that they can fit into, and

that quite often those shoes they
can fit into sacrafice aesthetics for
pure function.
Who says that there isn’t a way to
achieve both? A beautiful shoe
that is supportive, that can fit an
orthotic, but still provide the
function that the user requires for
healthy everyday use?

Fully functioning
full-scale prototype

FOUNDATION
a step in the right direction
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How can I make the system easy enough that the user can
change itheir shoe style on their own?

Midsole is
fixed to
orthotic

Midsole nubs
go through this
layer which is affixed
to the user’s
chosen upper

MIDSOLE

FOUNDATION
a step in the right direction

UPPER

Pins go through
the sole and the
midsole nubs to
hold the system
together

SOLE

System diagram
Early Iterative Work
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Am I addressing all of the issues that my co-creator has
in regards to her shoe and foot issues?
User’s foot
Flat foot / low arch

Bunion

User ’s foot sits
squarely supported
in orthotic

Adjustable tension
in case of foot
swelling over the
course of the day
due to
Rheumatoid
Arthritis

Hammer toes
Expansion
Adjustment to form
around a bunion
without placing
pressure on it

Rheumatoid Arthritis

Shoe System Pieces

the upper

midsole, upper
attachment and sole

midsole with
upper attachment

midsole fixed
to user ’s orthotic

FOUNDATION
design meets disability
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How would this sytem work out in the real world?

ORTHOTICS

FOUNDATION

How the system works
User

Pedorthist

Get your orthotic made by your regular
Pedorthist or Orthotist. The Orthotist refers
you to the Foundation Shoe store for your
Orthotic shoe choices.

User

You visit the Foundation shoe store with
your personalized orthotic, and then
choose the shoe models that adress your
specific foot needs.

FOUNDATION

User

You take your shoe choices to the
service person at the store.

Shoe store
Service Person

The service person takes your orthotic
and fits it with the shoe system and the
uppers that your have chosen.

Satisfied User

You have the shoes you want, built
around your foot needs.

FOUNDATION
a shoe for every foot
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How many ways can I understand this evocative object
(a pig stuffed animal)?
childhood
emotional

security
transition

safety

comfort

soft
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How can I take the properties of that evocative object (the pig stuffed animal)
and create an environment that makes the user feel the same way?
Average Measurements For a
2 - 2.9 yr Old Child

92 cm

70 cm

body mass
stature
shoulder breadth
breadth across elbows
breast depth
hip breadth seated
reaching height seated
arm length
reaching depth seated
buttock to knee length
popliteal height seated
buttock to foot length seated
sitting height
eye height seated
shoulder height seated
elbow height seated

14.3 kg
93.3 cm
24.1 cm
26.4 cm
12.9 cm
19.1 cm
68.3 cm
39.4 cm
67.7 cm
29.9 cm
22.4 cm
50.8 cm
54.9 cm
44.8 cm
33.4 cm
15.2 cm

Transitional Space

CREACHAIRS

In places where the comfort and
security of a child are
overwhelmingly undermined
(such as hospitals), findinga
unique space where children are
able to still experience wonder
and excitement could be an

effective aid in recovery. Donald
Winicott, the psychiatrist and
theorist who coined the term
“transitional object” referred to a
transitional space as “a place for
play and creativity.”
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How can I apply the same qualities (of a comfort object) to
an environment that can adapt as a child grows?

modular
panels

User testing the prototype

moving walls

flaps that open
in different directions

removeable
panels
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How can I enable the child to change the quality of their space?
How can the system adapt to a child’s growth in both size and ability?

PLAYCES
This project is about creating a
comfortable, adaptable play environment
for children that enables them to explore
building, creating and storytelling.
Using modular panels and connectors
children can build a space of their own
design. They are also able to change the
quality of their space by manipulating
the panels from flat 2D panels into 3D
shapes.
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What do my co-creators think of this solution? Are the pieces of the
system simple enough for them to manipulate on their own?

PLAYCES
Twin 8 year old boys, Evan and Shae, were my co-creators for this
project. In the inital session, we made miniature forts out of a variety
of crafting materials. I learned that Shae was more interested in the
‘how’ things went together, while Evan was more interested in the
‘overall structure’. Both boys created tiny doorways into their
miniature forts.
During this first testing of the full scale prototype I discovered a
number of things. I had a number of harder, more plumbing type
fasteners, as well as typical screw type fasteners, but the boys (and
their parents) found the soft strap fastener the quickest and easiest
to use. Also, while I find the ability to turn the panels into a variety of
shapes on their own quite appealing, the boys didn’t really want to
spend as much time building the fort as they wanted to spend
playing in it.
Happily, once they were in they they were quite determined to never
have to come out, and asked if I could leave the panels there so they
could sleep in their new fort overnight.
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